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SESSION 1

CANADA, BRITAIN AND mE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY:

ROLES AND REALISM IN TJ3E 1980s

4



Discussion

Discussion of the Pentland, Wallace and Lyon papers foeused

on changes in the relationship between Canada, Britain and the European

Community in the ninetsen-seventies and the problems and possibilities

of the next few years. Some participants argued that the past decade

had been disappointing in

Canada and the Community;

continued to weaken; that

terms of trade and investment flows betwssn

that personal, so&a2 and euZtura1 links had

Canadian links with the evolving process of

European Political Cooperation had left much to be desired; and that

Europe's internal preoeeupations had meant that relations with Canada

had received diminishing priority. On the other hand, however, <t was

also argued that, in the real world, it was unhelpful to discuss the

relationship in terms of "either/or" ehoiees: Europe or Canada for the

United Kingdom or the United States for Canada. Discussing priorities

was also misleading> as the priority whieh one partner extended to

another varied from issue to issue. Britain and Canada had a mutually

advantageous relationship as indeed each sought to have with other

countries.

The question of priorities was considered, by a number of

participants, in the eontext of ministerial and bureaueratie time.

Some took the view that, for Britain, the pressure of European

Community business left little time for other issues to be properly

considered. Others thought that while this might describe a situation

at one particular moment, such as during Britain's efforts to obtain

equitable arrangements for finaneing the Community, it did not mean



that other issues were, as

Al2 countries periodieaZZy become preoccupied with their internal

arrangements. In this

Canada had not defined

European Community and

same eontext, it was also suggested that

sufficiently clearly what it wanted from the

in certain fietds (e.g., over the Airbus) had

a matter of genera2 praetiee, negzeeted.

chosen to cooperate with the United~ States rather than Europe and had

not demonstrated sufficientty etearZy to European eoAtries what

Canada coutd offer in return for a etoser retationship. Perhaps, it

was suggested> there had at times atso been a degree of disiZ2usionmen.t

in Europe with Canadian foreign, defenee and trade potieies*

In the framework of Canadian and European relations with the

United States it was suggested by one speaker that Canada as a North

Americun nation shared some of Washington9s disillusionment with Europe

which was perceived as "not pulling its weight in the world.?? Other

speakers argued that Brituin and Conada had a shared interest both in

the security of the Atlantic area and in maintaining mutuaZZy bene-

ficia2 relations with Washington. It was suggested that Britain and

Canada had broadly similar poZieies and attitudes on a wide range of

intern&ion& issues, in the roZe of international institutions in a

pturalistie international tiystem and in resisting tendencies towards

unilateralism in Ameriean foreign poZiey. In future Canada and Europe

might find it neeessary to work more rather than Zess eZoseZy together,

Both had an interest in their relations with their "large neighbours>l'2

the United States and the Soviet Union, but both needed eaeh other to

pursue common interests and as an insurance against failure of their

policies vis-a-visthe super powers. In a21 the fashionable talk
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about realignment it was important not to Zose sight of the mutual

interest in two-way investment, trade, managing protectionist tenden-

&?S> containing Soviet expansionism and inhib;ting American

%.dventur~smrr and in the range and extent of unpbZicised bilateral

Zinks, such as those between the Canadian and British,Parliaments.

WhiZe these exchanges were taking place wide-ranging discussions be-

tween Mr. MacEachen= the Secretary of State for External Affairs, and

Lady Young, the Minister of State in the Foreign andCommonwealth

Office, were being continued elsewhere in Halifax.)



I
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SESSION 2 l
I
I

TRADE AND RIPLOMACY: FROM RECESSION I

TOzRECOVERY
,1
!



Discussion

Discussion opened with one speaker praising the genera2 'line

of the papers presented, namely that inflation had to be stopped and

ppotection$sm ended, but doubting Mr. Curtis' suggestion of some sort

of Anglo-American <nitiative to ++operationali,zeff a multiZatera1 system

in disarray.

A British participant, describing himself as a "friend of

Canada,++ expressed concern about the extent of the Federa deficit,

arguing that it retarded poss<biZities for economic growth and in-

dustrializution. For that reason, Canada would fare poorly in

next recession us would its relations with the United States*

the

The same participant thought

mismatch 6z the economic policies of

there wus a greater reZianee on debt

that there was a remarkable

the tie eountriesQ In Canada

financing while in Britain

greater reliance on the control of monetary aggregates. Some

harmonization of these approaches would be a precondition to

currency harmonization of the type that he understood Mr. Curtis

to be envisaging.

It was suggested that British {nvestment {n Canada was

probably closer to $15 biZZion than to the figure usually cited,

$10 bilZion. It was feZt that Canadian foreign investment LXJS and

other "restraints" on trading relations -- in the finaneia2 serviees

and offshore development sectors, for example -Ldiseouraged British

investment. Canada might consider a differential investment policy,

it was suggested. b%iZe fear of U.S. control of the economy uas



undsrstandabls, Canada should be kept open to European, and other,

trudsrs and investors.

Another participant noted that with the breakdown of the

Bretton Woods system, arguably the single greatest eeonomie experiment

in history, the trading nations were now grappling with some economic

fundamentals. Much of the existing systsm had been established when

the public sector aecomted for some 20% of GiVP rather than the

current 50%. Such was the steamoZler effect of the expansion of the

public sector that even conservative governments in the US and Brita-in

could not roll it back. The essence of pubZie spending was eonsuvtion

spending and, hence, a diminution of investment. The

been mars supple and mortz suceessfu2 reeen.tZy Largely

a much smalZsr public sector.
,

Asian nations had

besause'they had

The same speaker noted that the United States had gone for

price stability at any eost. The danger was that the dollar might be

lost as a reserve eurreney and the SDR was no substitute. !This policy

was now being pursued in a political breach and there was an {nubility

to reduce ths publie sector. The Republicans would not raise taxes;

a Congress eontrolled by Democrats would not cut spending.

l'he same participant went on to describe Canada's "wants."

Canada faced an extremely serious fiscal situation in whieh l/s of

revenues were used to finance the government's debt (although another

partie<pant later argued that Canada's situation was not as grave as

that in some other OECD countries). Mqreover, there was a lamentable

lack of pubZia understanding of the problem. In the past Canada had

profited from what would normally have been an imprudent policy
a



(higher interest rates than in the US). Canada had a great dea2 to

guin from th.e restoration of an orderly multilateral system.

These obseruations were endorsed by another participant who

added that Canadian monetary and fiscal policies had been in marked

contrast to those in the U.K. The British Government had tried to

restrain the pubZie sector and the defieit. Until there was a eon-

vergence of Canadian and British policies, he argued, there was

Little prospect for full eeonomie collabo$ation.

Another participant stated that Canada and Britain shared

a strategic interest in the survival of the ZiberaZ, civil state.

The West

policy.

parat<ve

had to maintain its relative political, economic and military

In this task it had to depend on its teahnologieal und evm-

industrial advantage.

Canada and Brituin had the advantage of a eommon language and

shared the social eatalyst of the liberal tradition. The two countries

also shared a common virtue abrvad in their interest in international

development. Given this eomnonality institutions in the two countries,

the ZDC and the ECGD, for example, could more produetivezy work

together.

In response to Mr. Gray's presentation, which was characterized

as the tioiee of jaded experience versus cosmic Liberalism, one par-

tieipant wondered whether eZeeted of,fieiaZs and civil servants reaZZy,

wanted a new international eeonomie system. Much of today's protee-

tionism was the result of established, bureaueratie programmes. He

eited the CAP and the Canadian Maehinery Programme as examples of this

bureaueratie tendency. He also argued that it would be in the long-
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term interest of the developed countries to let the developing

countries exercise the comparative advantages they had (in textiles>

for example).

Another partkipant argued that the CAP was not bureaueratie

but, rather, intensely political. We all had to faee the political

realities of the trade system. Given the eireumstanees we were al2

hypoeritieal. Still> some

in a disordered system and

exchange rate system. He

attempt had to be made to maintain order

a good first step,wouZd be to restore the

cautioned that the pursuit of perfsetzon

could get in the way of praetieal solutions.

MrO.Gray &aid that he agreed with this speaker. Ministers3

quste understandably> showed no enthusiasm to drop protectionism

programmess

MP_ Corbst= in summing up, noted that what was at issue was

the eapaoity of a country or group of eomtries, to grow. ThiS

depended on the ability to adjust to change and, in this respeet3

there was clearly something wrong with Western Europe vis-a-vis the

USA and Japan. There was Zess predietabizity in economies now because

of the high Zevel of government intervention. Canada and Britain had

to faee up to this fact*



SESSION 3

TOWARDS THE FIFTH DECADE: SECURITY,

AEMS CONTROL AND THE ALLIANCE



Discussion

The first participant to comment praised Professor Cox's pre-

sentation as a Ifgood aeeount of reality." In military matters Canada

had to make small more beautiful. He observed, however, that the

Northern Flank role made Canadians uneasy. In its vulnerability it

reealZed the painful experience of Hong Kong. To many it made no sense.

It would seem bettsr to beef up the Central Front but the Europeans

wanted Canada to be in both pZaees. It was, therefore, militarily and

financially difficult for Canada to fulfill its NATO role in a fully

satisfactory way.

This part&Spar& also suggested that Canada might make a more

thorough contribution by improving its reserves along the lines of the

Territorial Army in the UK. Because of a good deal of commonality in

tradition and doctrine there could be very useful collaboration between

the respective armed forces at the reserve level.

Another participant, commenting on the European role in the

defenee of Europe, said that there was a sense of disillusionment in the

UK and Europe in a trstraight" Atlantic link.

European defenee dialogue and had foreed the

ambiguity of their national defenee policy.

This had prompted a new

French to faee up to the

The British wanted to join

in this discussion but had doubts about where it might lead. There was

no prospect for a grand "European Defenee Community" but there would

surely be a greater emphasis on European collaboration and a greater

publie awareness of a distinctive European policy. Procurement eolZa-

boration, made necessary by escalating costs, would result in common

e



weapons. These UouZd lead in turn to common taeties and strategies.

Canada could aZso fit into this euolution. European antagonism

at the failure of the "two-way streetIf and the perceived attempt by the

US to monopoZ<ze defenee teehnozogy did not extend to Canada. There

existed good and real possibil<ties of arms production and procurement

eoZlaborat<on. Canada need not be Zeft out of the growing European

consensus.

Another participant paid

European defense. The provision

tribute to Candda's eon-Mb&ion to

of training bases and sites was indis-

pen.sabZe and the quality and reliability of Canada's forces well known

Moreover, the government's difficult deeision on the testing of the

eruise-missile gu<danee system was appreciated and respected in Europe.

He encouraged support for <&reused defenee spending and argued that

Canada should not waver in its commitment to fulf;ll as many roles as

possible. The defenee of Europe was a multinational eommitment and the

presence of Canadian troops on the Central Front was an important emblem

of the indivisibility of NATO.

The same speaker noted that in Britain the government had fought

an election on the renewal of its nuclear deterrent- Many, however, re-

garded its electoral endorsement as conditional on this renewed strength

delivering something on disarmament. The major disarmament decisions in

the world rested with half-a-dozen people in the superpowers and not,

sadly= with Canada and the UK_ Nonetheless, Prime Minister Trudeau's

peace initiative had represented the most reasonable way forward and had

paved the way for progress.



This participant also mentioned the problems of the Caribbean

which, he maintained, were of interest to the security of both the UK

and Canada. Britain and the liberal West had imposed indep'endenae on

tihem. While we should not expect them to aeeept the imposition of our

defense posture we should, nonetheless, be willing and able to assist

them if asked. Canada and Britain, another participant added, could help

by strengthening institutions (e.g., trade unions) and by providing

small-scale security assistanee (in the form of police training, for

exampZe1. ”

These remarks on ths indivisibility of NATO prompted another

participant to say that it was really just security rhetoric. Soms

seetoralism was inevitable. The pertinent questions were how many

Canadians had to be on the ground and where in order to make a credible

contribution. He noted that the recently tabled British white paper on

defenee had eatalogued the very substantial commitment of forces by the

European members. That left a big question about the place and eredi-

bility of Canada's commitment.

Another participant explained that the perception of the Soviet

threat to Europe was far different in Canada than in Europe and less

acute . Europeans had stronger and more disparate views and were either

firmly for more defenee or supporters of the CND. Canadians saw the

problem as far away and were thus less likely to have a strong view. In

eontrust, in the UK there was clear publie support for the defenee

effort. Canada made a great contribution through training (although

both governments had entered a game of charging one another too much)



and there was potential for high teeh development in Canada.

This last remark led severa pa&i&pants to eoneur that there

eouZd be more useful collaboration in defenee rG.seareh and seienee,

although one participant noted that in 1951 Canada had decided to

standardi-ze on U.S. equipment and through the Canada/US Defenee Produe-

tion arrangement had established an impediment to Canada/UK eoZ&zbora-

tion. The UK had been outmanoeuvred by the US and, although Canada had

been unhappy to be Zumped with the US at the florth American. end of the

"&o-say street," it was true that Canadian firms were protected and

eomfortabze in their relationship with the U.S. military.

Another speaker said that defenee production, especially in the

US, was an oeeuZt form of high-technology subsidization. The Europeans

were beginning to realize this and were attraeted to it. Although pulled

toward the US, Canada had an interest in getting together with Europe

in this field. Pieking up this point another speaker noted that Canada

had an established teehnologieal eapae<ty. A Canadian eompany, for

example, was the largest supplier of teleeoi?ununieations equipment to the

US armed forces.

In summing up, Professor NaiZor noted that it was not how many

men but how many weZZ-equipped men eouZd be deployed. Only the latter

would carry weight in the AZZianee and that was expensive. SimiZarZy,

the "no first use'* campaign implied much more expensive conventional

forces. There was an important distinction bcztween defenee and secur-

ity. Security comprised both defenee and economies. It was economies

that fundamentaZZy eonstrained defenee and the other institutional
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elements of swur<tg.

In

the UK was

the degree

organized

Europeans

wondering

themselves to maintain their security but stressed that the

should realize that any new institutions would leave Canada

where and whether she had any place in Europe. As for the

his summation Professor cox noted that in neither Canada nor

"there a debate on whether NATO should exist but rather on

of support required. Canada had no view on how the Europeans

indivisibility of NATO forces, while it was an attractive principle, it

should not mean that we could never change our eommitments if we per-

ceived that in making too many we made none effectively.

Professor Cox ended with a brief explanation of the proposed

Canadian Institute of International Peace and Security. It was likely,

he said, to have a three-fold fun&ion: (11 providing publie informa-

tion; (2) doing basic, policy-oriented research and (3) providing policy

advice. It was to be well funded and would have a significant interna-

tiona2 dimension.
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SESSION 4

THE COMMUNICATIONS REVOLTJTION

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY



Discussion

Turning to the effects of technology on newsp,aper coverage of

news and current affairs, Denis Stairs suggested the enormous expansion

of eapaeity to handle news also tended towards a homegenisation of news

coverage . It was both easier and cheaper for newspapers to tap the wire

services than to maintain correspondents abroad. Taken together, Cana-

dian newspapers now had fewer correspondents abroad than the New York

Times had in Africa. The arrival of news by conveyor beZt, geared to

the interests of speeifie clients, tended to reduce the role of editing

in individual newspapers. Whether it mattered depended upon the perform-

anee of the news services. Canadian officials had eompi!ained that

Canadian publie opinion reflected American views on foreign policy issues

and this seemed to be the ease in respect of editorial views on East-West

issues, Laek of diversity in reporting and opinion eouZd prevent the ful2

expression of divergent views.

Some speakers doubted whether ZegisZation could arrest the process

of American predominance in the mass media, although support was expressed

for production funds and joint-production arrangements, ineluding the

development and production of information soft-ware. Seeptieism was ex-

pressed about the value ofnational/foreign quotas; one person's ehoiee

might be another's example of cultural imbazanee. It was also suggested

that the problem was a very old one (a sixty-year-old article in the

Canadian Historical Review on Canada as a %assal state'! had diseussed the

influence of Ameriean films on Canadian youth). Against this, it was
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argued that the scale of the present problem was altogether different.

One speaker argued that it was incorrect to say that the Canadian Press

relied more than before on w&-e servbes; the Globe and Mail had more

industq on the me&a in general and the diversit ukich continued in

neaA9 and curren& affairs. 125 was si2L%ing, for exaqZe, Tiow &fferen$

the coverage and handling of neus uas in different .European countries.
. .

It was observed that many Americans uere also concerned about the medio-

critg of much of the material available through the mass media and that,

in Europe at least, further Americanisation would be frustrated by con-

sumer reactions. One speaker, agreeing that the problem uas not a new

one for Canadians, reiterated that the underlying anxiety was about the

effect of American cultural predominance on underlying Canadian values

and attitudes. Another argued that the Zorge US domestic market,

factory-type production of mass entertainment and drama productions and

rapid exploitation of new technologies meant that, using the distributive

networks of other countries, the Americans could virtually ?'dump" abroad

the produets of their entertainment industry. Other countries simply

could not compete.



SESSION 5

CANADA, BRITAIN AND THE ATLANTIC

REVIEY AND PROSPECTS

COMMUNITIES:



Discussion

The discussion in the final session uas led by Lord Trend,

Professor David Dilks, Mr. John Holmes, and the Hon. Burnett Danson.

There was genera2 agreement that the DaZhousie colloquium, unlike its

pedeeessors at Cumberland Lodge and the University of Leeds, had not

been troubled by questions about the basic nature of the British-

Canadian partnership. The healthiness, realism and mutual advantage of

the relationship had generally been aeeepted. This had eontrusted with

the spirit of the two previous colloquia, at whieh the participants had

been somewhat more nervous about trends and strains in the relationship.

At DaZhousie the prevailing view had been that ths relationship deserved

a21 that ths two countries eouZd put irzto it. 1-6 was furbher aqped

that the two countries should not, in pursuing their common interests,

overlook the <mportanee of, for example, historic, cultural and per-

sonal Zinks, now should Britons and Canadians be embarrassed by the

nostalgia and mutual trust whieh helped to maintain and nurture deep-

rooted friendships.

It was pointed out that the relationship had been surveyed in

the wider eontext of Atlantic and international issues. Much, however,

had been left out. The constraints affeeting governments ealeuZating

the benefits and costs of particular policies had been under-estimated

or ignored as had the unforeseeable tides of history which governments

eouZd not eontro2. British-Canadian roZes in the,Commonwealth had, it

tias suggested, also been forgotten as had the part uhieh the two



eountr<es might play in the Commonwealth in the future. It also needed

to be reeognised that governments were more influenced by public opinion

thun in the past and that this uas particularly true in the free, Liberal,

#ell-informed aoeieties of Canada and Britain. Meeting the concerns of

articulate and concerned peo.pZe, whether in respect of peace and security,

care for the environment, help for the developing world or the freedom of

information, suggested areas in which people of the &JO countries eouZd

work together.

Moving to future prospects> a number of proposals were put forward

for developing and w<dening the kind of exchanges which had taken place

during the eoZZoquium and in British-Canad;an relations generaZZy. It

was suggested that the colloquium should become a regular expression of

the relationship and that it might perhaps meet more regularly and be

assisted by a smaZ2 secretar<at in both countries respons<ble for organ-

ising meetings, preparing the agenda and c&cuZating papers. It was aZs0

proposed that participation in AngZo-Canadian cuZtura2 taZks might be ex-

panded to inelude scholars, members of the business community, and others

in various forms of British-Canadian Collaboration. The new Canadian

Institute for Peace and Security= proposed by Mr. Trudeau, was suggested

as a possible additiona forum for joint scholarly cooperation. It was

suggested that, in the field of student movement and academic exchanges,

the overal picture was gloomier than it had been at the time of the

Leeds coilZoqu&n. Among the areas needing closer scrutiny were, it was

suggested, dire& exchanges betieen universities of undergraduate and

graduate students, help for academic staff to pursue sabbatiea2 studies



;n each other’s country and consideration of #hat needed to be done to

reverse the deeline in the numbers of sdentists, teehnozogists, etc.,

on exchange study visits. it ms also argued that an effort should be

made to enable Canad<an students to become research assjstants to MFs

in the British House of Commons and thut, as a research too2 for people

studying Canadian affa<rs in Brita<n, a quarterly diges.t of Canad<an

events should be pblGhed.

A number of participants referred to the possibility of more

frequent colZoquia. One speaker suggested that a eoZZoquium should be

heZd every three to four years (another suggested ever3 five) and that

in every intervenhag year a meeting could be heZd on a specific topie.

Anothw speaker, supporting both this and the mini-secretariat idea,

suggested that meetfngs might be heZd on trade, euZtural relations and

the arts, seientifie eolZaboration,  health services problems, banking,

youth -issues and international security. Different people would attend

different meetings and interest in the benefits of eoZZaboration betieen

the tuo countries uould beeome apparent to more and more people. If

this could not be done the principle of continuity for the c?oZZoquia

should in any case be established: the ties they refzeeted needed tender

Zoving care. Perhaps boards of peep Ze interested in maintain;ng and

developing them should be established in both Canada and Britain.

Another speaker proposed that a body be established &z both countries

&th the sole object of looking after and &proving the relationsh<ps.

It was also suggested that more publ<eity should *be given to future

meetings of the colloquium. Other participants,  giving a general



welcome to the ideas for more regular meet&gs suggested that if this

wsre to happen <t would be necessary to define the respective roles of

the Department of External Affairs and the Foreign. and Commonwealth

Office. Perhaps the answer would be to ask non-governmental institutzons

in BritaGa and Canada to assume the responsibility?

In a further discussion of problems and opportun<ties in the

f;eld of aeademie and cultural exchanges it w& pointed out, by one

speaker, that there were eurrentZy some 500 Canadian students in the

United Kingdom and approx;mately a thousand British students in Canadian

universities. The fall in the number of Canadian students study&g in

Britain perhaps partly reflected the recent expansion -in the number of

pzaess at Canadian universities. There had been an inereascz in the

number of Commonwealth sehozarships avaiZabZe to Canada for study in

Britain azd there had been the recent introduction. of the FCO sehoZar-

ship mard scheme, There had a&o been eonsiderabze discussion of the

poss<bility of the reeiproca2 waiving of fees between groups of Cana-

dian and British universities and the prospects for som@ form of

eolleetivs agreement looked r&asonably good. Bseause so many exehanges

of aeademie staff went unrecorded it was diffieuzt to say whether or

not they were in deeline. There were a number (? 70) of mards for

joint British-Canadian eoUaboration in seientifie research and much

unrecorded visiting by people involved in the arts. There appeared to

be an affinity of approach between Canadian and British edueatiors
J

involved in, for example, issues relating to education at the workplaee9

the edueat;on of sthnie minorities and the eore-eurrieuZum* Despite
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finaneia2 constraints there was no evidence of indifference on the part

of people engaged in education, touards what was happening on e;ther

side of the Atlantic. Other speakers referred to the value of inereas-

ing cooperation betieen the British and Canadian Parliaments. There

should be more discussion between Parliamentarians of speeifie issues

-in the relationship, as uas done ui thin the Canadian-United States

E’urZiamentary group. M~J.‘~’ Anthong Ne Zson, MP, the Cha<rman of the

British-Canadian Pa~Ziamentary Group in London, extended a formal

fnvitatioti fop a Canadian Parliamentary group to visit London.


